Case Study

Content That Converts:
How a Prominent CPG Brand Optimized
Its Photos and Videos for Revenue

Speed to market is essential when it comes to social media. Trends

Creating a digital experience that speaks to its community is core

change quickly, and CPG brands are challenged with curating

to the brand’s marketing strategy. The team approaches Instagram

photos and videos that speak to their unique audiences—and

as a second storefront that always reflects its brand aesthetic

translate into real product sales. A beloved grooming brand

and values. Dash Hudson was the perfect solution to optimize

launched a new line to fill a growing need for products that

content for conversions and select creative that resonated with

exclusively cater to men. The collection quickly became known

online consumers.

for its one-of-a-kind products for beards, crafted with natural
ingredients like shea butter and Maracuja oil. To spread the word

From day one, the team combined their creative expertise with

about the launch, the brand used a custom hashtag campaign

Dash Hudson to curate an Instagram campaign that aligned

to celebrate Men’s Wellness Month. After the viral success of the

with their values while also driving sales on and offline. From

campaign, the brand relaunched the hashtag years later with the

strategic planning at the photoshoot, to real-time optimization

goal of converting its Instagram success into sales gold.

and measurement post-campaign, Dash Hudson equipped the

The Power of Organic Social
While CPG brands often rely on new product launches to fuel instore sales, a robust digital strategy has become the new catalyst
for growth. In today’s marketplace, millennial and Gen Z consumers
want to connect with the brands they invest in. And visuals have
a powerful influence on the brands that online audiences choose
to buy and engage with.

team with insights and tools every step of the way.

We think of Instagram as a snapshot of our brand. Our
digital DNA is rooted in bright, bold imagery and we want
to make sure that experience is intact on Instagram. Dash
Hudson helps us bring our brand to life with data-driven
insights that validate and guide our creative decisions.
Director of Marketing at CPG brand
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Data-Driven Decision Making
The hashtag campaign aimed to define confidence, celebrate
beard love, and disrupt perceptions around African American men
in today’s society. The brand brought together a diverse group
of 15 men to craft a compelling story that would resonate with
audiences across generations, races, and cultures. The authentic
stories shared by each of the men is what inspired the visuals, but
the brand needed access to strategic tools and actionable insights
in real-time to launch a powerful campaign that would beat all
expectations—on and off of Instagram.
The brand used Dash Hudson as its creative gut check to
strengthen the social team’s decision making throughout
the planning and execution of its creative. Pre-campaign,
Dash Hudson’s AI-powered research tool Competitive IQ
helped the team understand if styles of imagery from their
top competitors, industry leaders, and influencers would
make an impact with their target community. On set, images
were uploaded into Dash Hudson in real time. With predictive

The brand used Dash Hudson’s scheduling solution to bring the

visual performance technology, the team could instantly

campaign to life. With AI technology ingrained across the platform,

see which styles of photos would work on Instagram. These

Dash Hudson’s Scheduler optimized the brand’s campaign

insights helped to validate creative choices like the poses

calendar for engagement and conversions. The team combined

of the models, the angle of the camera, the ratio of skin to

data with design to create a feed experience that conveyed its

background, and the colors highlighted on set.

brand story.
Understanding what’s working and what’s not in real-time is how
the brand maximized its photo and video performance—and
ultimately, its sales. With Dash Hudson’s Boards feature, the brand
could break out its content pillars to quickly see which styles of
imagery were resonating. The team found that behind-the-scenes
visuals were outperforming their other pillars, and used this intel
to pivot their content strategy on the fly.
Creating a frictionless online consumer experience is critical to
boosting ROI. Dash Hudson’s link in bio solution, LikeShop, turned
followers into customers in one click. The brand linked every photo
and video on Instagram to online product pages at its biggest
retail partners. Dash Hudson equipped the team with weekly and
monthly reporting to demonstrate the staggering sales impact of
the Instagram campaign.

With LikeShop we can provide real value to our biggest
retail partners. It always comes down to moving units
and showing the impact of social on in-store revenue.
And Dash Hudson gives us the tools to drive sales
through Instagram and the analytics to prove it.
Director of Marketing at CPG brand
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Real Results on Social
When it came time to launch the campaign, the correlation
between high performing visuals and revenue was undeniable.
With captivating photos and videos and authentic storytelling
ingrained in the campaign, Dash Hudson primed the brand’s feed
for conversions—fueling growth on Instagram and increasing
product sales in-store.
During the month of November, the brand saw a record high in net
new followers, engagement, and organic reach. The imagery from
the photoshoot outperformed each of the Instagram KPIs that the
brand uses to measure success. In just one month, its followers
grew by +109% and improved engagement by +60% compared
to its average engagement rate. The organic campaign’s reach
took off far beyond Instagram. The story and the visuals went
viral across social channels, and converted its online audience
into customers.

Content Creation for Commerce
A multi-channel advertising campaign is no longer the only way
for CPG brands to drive sales and generate brand growth. In
today’s marketplace, consumers want to connect with the brands
that they’re investing in. Visuals are at the heart of today’s most
important marketing channels, making it more important than

Hashtag Campaign
Total Reach

1,275,585
+60%

+109%

Increase in Engagement

Increase in Followers

ever for brands to understand what types of photos and videos
resonate with their online audiences. Dash Huson equips your
brand with the insights needed most to optimize social channels
for sales. Translate digital experiences into real-world results—
request a demo today.

The campaign speaks to the power of organic social when
you can create content that connects with consumers on
a deeper level—it goes beyond Instagram.
Director of Marketing at CPG brand
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